MY NAME IS PERCY.
COLOR ME GAY.

THESE ARE MY ACCESSORIES.
COLOR THEM PRETTY.
THIS IS MY FAVORITE SUIT.
COLOR IT CHARTREUSE.
THIS IS MY APARTMENT. COLOR THE DRAPES ORANGE, THE LAMP PEACH AND THE RUG CHERRY. DO IT UP FRUITY.
This is my mother.
She brought me out. Color her campy.

This is my grandmother
Color her butch.
These are my sisters. 
COLOR THEM MAD.

These are some aunts. 
COLOR THEM ELEGANT.
THIS IS MY DADDY.
COLOR HIM GOLD.

THIS IS MY UNCLE.
COLOR HIM FABULOUS.
THESE ARE SOME ACQUAINTANCES.
COLOR THEM SEXY.
THIS IS ANOTHER HANGOUT.

COLOR IT DANGEROUS.
THIS IS ANOTHER HANGOUT.

COLOR IT — OH, USE YOUR IMAGINATION.
THIS IS ANOTHER HANGOUT.

COLOR IT FRUSTRATING.
This is a friend of mine. Color him small.

This is another friend of mine. Color him very large.
COLOR THEM HAPPY.

THIS WAS A FRIEND OF MINE.
COLOR HIM ROUGH.
This is me the next day.
Color me black and blue.

This is a friend of mine who is a millionaire
and looks like Rock Hudson.
Color me green.
THIS IS ME AND ALL MY FRIENDS AT MY 21ST BIRTHDAY PARTY.

COLOR IT FANTASTIC.
MY NAME IS PERCY.
COLOR ME DRAFTED.
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And
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Crayons ready? It's time to begin the madcap adventures of the fabulous Percy (Color him gay!) Meet his "mother" (Color her campy!!!) his "sisters", his very butch grandmother, and several "acquaintances" (Color them sexy!!!) But now everyone knows you absolutely have no right to call yourself gay, if you don't own a copy of this funny, sexy, fantastic picture-story with which to send all your friends into gales of laughter. A great little gay gift for a gay friend.

**Send Coupon to:**

**GUILD BOOK SERVICE**
P.O. Box 7410 Franklin Station, Washington, D.C. 20044

Enclosed is $____ to cover the cost of ______ copies of THE GAY COLORING BOOK at $3.00 per copy.

Name
Address
City _______ State _____ Zip Code ______

Use Your Zip Code
THE GAY COLORING BOOK

Crayons ready?? It's time to begin the madcap adventures of the fabulous Percy (Color him Gay!!) Meet his "mother" (Color her campy!!) his "sisters", his very butch grandmother, and several "acquaintances" (Color them sexy!!) But now everyone knows you absolutely have no right to call yourself gay, if you don't own a copy of this funny, sexy, fantastic picture-story with which to send all your friends into gales of laughter. A great little gay gift for a gay friend.

SUPERB ILLUSTRATIONS, SOPHISTICATED LINES AND GAY WIT THAT MARKS A NEW ERA IN THIS FIELD.

RECOUNTING THE DEBUT, ADVENTURES, DECLINE AND FALL OF THE FABULOUS PERCY

YOUR CRAYONS ARE INCLUDED!

$3.00

Please RUSH me ________ copies of THE GAY COLORING BOOK (with crayons). Enclosed is $__________

Name__________________________

Address________________________

City__________________ Zone______ State______

Send This Coupon to: Guild Book Service, P.O. Box 7410, Franklin Station, Washington 44, D.C.
THE GAY COLORING BOOK!

RECOUNTING THE DEBUT, ADVENTURES, DECLINE AND FALL OF THE FABULOUS PERCY

NEITHER THE AUTHOR OF THE LINES NOR THE ARTIST WHO EXECUTED THE DRAWINGS, BOTH OF WHOM ARE WELL KNOWN NAMES, WILL PERMIT US TO REVEAL THEIR IDENTITY. FORTUNATELY, HOWEVER, THEY ARE COLLABORATING ON FUTURE PRODUCTIONS.

SUPERB ILLUSTRATIONS, SOPHISTICATED LINES AND GAY WIT THAT MARKS A NEW ERA IN THIS FIELD.

STURDY FLEXIBLE COVER, WITH TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS ON HEAVY ART PAPER.

32 PAGES, 6 x 9¾.

YOUR CRAYONS ARE INCLUDED!

AVAILABLE NOW AT $3.00 PER COPY.

Please RUSH me ___ copies of THE GAY COLORING BOOK
(with crayons). Enclosed is $________.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City __________ Zone ______ State ________

Send This Coupon to: Guild Book Service, P.O. Box 7410, Franklin Station, Washington 44, D.C.
MY TRIP AROUND THE WORLD
A NEW EXCITING PICTURE-STORY
BY THE ARTIST AND AUTHOR OF "THE GAY COLORING BOOK"

LIKE NO TRAVEL BOOK EVER WRITTEN!!!

In thirty-five devilishly witty drawings and verses, Danny jauntily encircles the globe, meeting thirty-five of the world's most attractive men along the way. For sexy, gay humor it's unbeatable. No sophisticated library will be complete without this chock-full-of-fun, saucy picture story.

Young adventure-loving Danny travels from Ireland to England, from there to the Continent, then on to the mysterious East and the South Pacific.

In each country he visits, he speedily acquaints himself with one of the countries prime male specimens and with each of these handsome young men he has a startlingly new experience to keep as a vivid souvenir of his wild globe-trotting. When he finally does get back to the U.S.A. he is a wiser, vastly more broadened but exhausted young fellow.

MY TRIP AROUND THE WORLD is the perfect gift for that 'special', hard-to-please friend who enjoys unusual things. It is also a fine solution for your Christmas shopping problem. Order ten trips around the world for ten people you like, right now! Make It a gay, Merry holiday season for your friends. They surely will be overjoyed at receiving from you the costliest, sexiest, funniest travel book ever published.

Just off the press, this beautifully printed book, with separate colored cover, contains 48 pages and is 5¼ x 8½ inches.

Enclosed is $____ to cover the cost of _____ copies of "My Trip Around the World".

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City______ Zip No.____ State______

Send your order to: Guild Book Service, P.O. Box 7410, Franklin Sta., Washington 44, D.C.

IN FRANCE, DEAR ANDRE SHOWED ME THE GAY PARISIAN SCENE.

PETER FROM ALBANIA NEVER HAD TO BE TOLD.

JON A FINNISH GIANT-AFTER HIM THEY BROKE THE MOLD.

$2.00
My Trip Around The World
LIKE NO TRAVEL BOOK EVER WRITTEN!!!

In thirty-five devilishly witty drawings and verses, Danny jauntily encircles the globe, meeting thirty-five of the world's most attractive men along the way. For sexy, gay humor it's unbeatable. No sophisticated library will be complete without this chock-full-of-fun, saucy picture story.

Young adventure-loving Danny travels from Ireland to England, from there to the continent, then on to the mysterious East and the South Pacific.

***

In each country he visits, he speedily acquaints himself with one of the country's prime male specimens and with each of these handsome young men he has a startlingly new experience to keep as a vivid souvenir of his wild globe-trotting. When he finally gets back to the U.S.A., he is a wiser, vastly more broadened but exhausted young fellow.

MY TRIP AROUND THE WORLD is the perfect gift for that "special" hard-to-please friend who enjoys unusual things. One of the campiest, sexiest, funniest travel books ever published.

$2.00

Enclosed is $_______ to cover the cost of _______ copies of "MY TRIP AROUND THE WORLD".

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ___________ Zip No. ______ State _______

Send your order to: Guild Book Service, P.O. Box 7410, Franklin Sta., Washington 44, D.C.